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Monographs Work Flows (Jan-Dec 2013) -FINAL

24,316 (32.6%) Shelf-ready EDI
17,468 (23.87%) Enhanced EDI
423 (0.53%) Euro EDI
248 (0.3%) 38 (0.06%) to SPEC, MUSIC, EARTH SCIENCES, ME, EAL
14,476 (19.4%) 14,724 (19.7%) to METADATA DEPARTMENT
32,254 (43%) Standard
15,121 (20%) copy cat in Acquisitions & Data Control
137 (1%) copy cat in Acquisitions
5,540 (7.4%) copy with LC sub/no call # to CLASS
1,996 (2.7%) to MDUCLASS
9,184 (12.3%) no copy, to MDUCLASS
1,338 (1.8%) to SPEC, MUSIC, EARTH SCIENCES, ME, EAL
1,169 (1.6%) orig. cat.
169 (0.2%) enh. copy
7,188 (9.6%)** CLASS-LEVEL3 Cat & LC Call #
1,169 (1.6%) orig. cat.

Definitions of Tracks
Shelf-ready: EDI, Cataloging & End Processing, Coutts (US, UK and Canadian imprints).
Enhanced: EDI & Cataloging Casalini (Italy, Spain and Portugal), Aux Amateurs de Livres (France), Harrassowitz (Germany & others) starting Feb. 2013 w/ Marron cataloging records.
EURO EDI: EDI only. Harrassowitz (Germany & others) through Feb. 2013 only. Casalini books excluded from cataloging coverage.
Standard: No vendor services

*New (physical) general collections EXCLUDES: CJK, Middle East, Maps, Scores, Sound Recordings
**Subsequently, more are upgraded to Full Cat, via OCLC automated re-searching services.
SALLIE (Stanford ALL-Image Exchange) is Stanford University’s campus-wide system for sharing and managing images. Click "Login to SALLIE" above to log in with your SUNet ID.

**Find images to use**
Click the "Login to SALLIE" button to view and download images from a variety of departments. 
Step-by-step instructions on finding and downloading images.

**Manage images**
You can use SALLIE to store (and optionally share) your department’s images. 
Learn about using SALLIE to store, organize, and provide access to your images.

**One-on-one help with Cumulus and SALLIE**
Come to the weekly Administrative Systems Open Lab, every Friday from 9 am to noon in Birch Hall, Lab B, if you:
- are new to Cumulus and SALLIE and need to learn to add and manage images
- are familiar with Cumulus and SALLIE and need some tips to improve your workflow
- have questions about your particular implementation of SALLIE
- have any questions at all about Cumulus and SALLIE
Entities to Reconcile

- Persons
- Corporate bodies
- Works
- Manifestations
- Geographic locations
- Concepts
- Events
ISNI and publishers
New authors

Publisher + ONIX

By retronator

Assignment request

ONIX data converted to Intermarc

identifier

Bibliographic + authority records

BnF cataloguer

{BnF catalogue général}
British library experiences

- 344,313 authors of British theses loaded
- 74,129 assigned ISNIs through matching & uniqueness algorithms
- Working to increase assignment by system
- Plans for ongoing assignment to new authors as an ISNI Registration Agency
Moving Forward

- Complex identity management by humans
- Incorporate identifier assignment into our traditional workflows
- Batch assignment of international identifiers
- Trusted, automated reconciliation service